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Monolithic Integration of High-Power Buried Stripe (GaAl)As Laser
with High Frequency Modulator MESFET Circuit
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Akio Shimano, Kunio ltoh, Gota Kano, and f,.wao Teramoto

Semiconductor Laboratory
Matsushita Electronics Corporation

Takatsuki, Osaka J6p, Japan

A new high-power (CaAI)As laser monol-ithically integrated with a high-frequency
modulator for noise suppression is reported. The laser is of buried stripe structure
featured by a twin-ridge substrate and the modulator is made up of a s-stage ring
I'IESFBT oscillator with an output buffer MESFET. The maximum output power as high as
30 mW and the read-RIN value as low as -I40 dS/Hz have been attained.

Ef. Introduction
Many efforts have been devoted to the imple-

mentation of optoelectronic integrated circuits
(OEIC) for applications to optical communication

and data processing systems. The laser diodes

so far used in the (GaAI)As onrcrl)2) with GaAs

MESFET circuits have been limited to those with
low-power structures. It is because the high-
power laser structure requires strict control of
each layer thickness in nulti-steps epitaxial
growth.

In thrs paper, is described the first applica-
tion of the high-power buried stripe (GaAt)As

faser to OEICs with GaAs MESFET circuits. The

elevatj.on of the outFut power is achieved by suc-

cessful use of the buried twin-ridge substrate
(nfnS) structure on the semi-insulating substrate.
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The BTRS structure is k,o".,3) to be weII suited
for controlling the thickness of each layer thus

allowing the formation of the extremely thin ac-

tive layer for high power outputs.
The high power OEfC has been implemented in-

corporating a noise suppression high frequency

modulator MESFET circuit. The new OEIC is de-

signed to have an output power of 30 mW and a

read-RIN (relative intensity noise) of -140 dB/Hz

in an attempt to applying to optibal read/write
disc systems,

Sz. Design

Figure I shows a schematic cross section of

the 0EIC. The BTRS structure laser is formed on

the partially etched-down surface of the semi-
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Fig.l- Schematic cross section of the OEIC.
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insulating GaAs substrate in order to aflow use

of the conventional planar process in fabricating
MESFET circuits. The p-electrode of the laser
is formed on the exposed surface of the chip for
making possible -the interconnection between the
l-aser and the MESFET circuits. The injection cur-
rent from the p-electrode is well-confined to a

Iasing region owing to the presence of the buried
stripe composed of the n-OaAs blocking layer so

that the J-ow operating current can be obtained.
Figure 2(a) shows a circui-t block diagram of

the present OEIC. The noise suppression high-
frequency modulator is made up of a J-stage

ring oscillator with an output buffer FET. A unit
inverter comprised in the ring oscil_lator i.s con-
structed with the Buffered FET Logic (nfl) circuit
as shown in Fig. 2(b). The nodulator was designed
to provide a IJ dnm/8OO MI{z oscill_ation power.

S:. Fabrication
Steps for fabricating the present 0EIC are

as follows. Three steps selective LPE growth were

used for fabricating the laser. In the first
growth, the p-GaAs current injecti-on layer was

grown on the partially etched-down surface of the

semi-insulating GaAs with / pm depth. Prior to

second LPE growth, a rectangular mesa with 2 pm

height and L2_ t width was formed along a direc-
tion of <0lI) of the p-GaAs layer. An n-GaAs

blocking layer was grown on the substrate for the

second LPE growth. The thickness of the blocking

Iayer was designed to be 0.8-1.0 pm on the mesa.

Two rectangular ridges with I.-5 ,;.rln height, 20 ln
width and 5 ,pm spacing were formed in parallel

Fie.2 (a) Circuit block diagram of the present OEIC.
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Fig.2 (b) Circuit configuration of BFL.

to the mesa, The channel between two ridges is
located just above the mesa and reaches to the
p-GaAs current injection layer. Remaining four
layers i.ncluding an active layer: of 0.06 rrrm thick-
ness were grown for the thj-rd LPE growth. An n-
electrode was formed on the grown surface and a
p-electrode was formed on the exposed surface of
p-GaAs la;7er. Cavity facets of the laser were

made by successful use of the etched-cavity tech-
ni-que reported by present authors4) The laser
cavity length is 280 pm.

The MESFET circuit was bujlt up on the remain-

ing surface by using the conventiona.l full. ion-
implantation process. The n+ regions for the
source, drai.n anC Shottky diodes were formed by
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heavy implantation of Si ion with a dose of 5 x
1013 

"* 
-2 and an acceleration voltage of 140 keV.

The channel region was formed by light implanta-
tion of Si ion of which a dose and an accel_eration
voltage are g * I0I2cm-2 ..r,1 60 kev, respect-i-vely.
The implanted wafers were anneal_ed at 800cC in
an N2 ambient gas. AuGe/ni/nu triple 1ayer rnetals
were used for ohmic contacts of the FETs, the
Shottky diodes and the n-electrode of the laser.
AuZn was used for ohmj-c contact of the p-electrode

of the faser. The ti/Yt/Au triple layer gates

of I pm length were forned by using the conven-

tional Iift-off technique. The plasma-deposited

SiN fil-m h'as grown on the waf er to provide an

insulator for the first-l-eveL metal. The second-
Ievel metal- used was a doubly EB-deposited fi/l1.
The passivation is performed with the plasma-

deposited SiN fiIm.
A photomicrograph of the chip is shown in

Fig.3. The fabricated chip measures 0.35mn x
1..20mm.
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Flg.4 Static L-I characteristic of the BTRS

Fig.3 Chip pattern of the OEfC.

5+. Characteristics
Figure 4 shows a static output versus current

characteristic of the BTRS laser on the experi-
mentally fa.bricated OEIC chip. The threshold cur-
rent, the external quantum efficiency and the max-

imum output power are 30 mA, ZJ/,/facet and 30 nht/

facet, respectively. The lasing characteristics
are similar to those of the conventional BTRS

Ia.ser fabrjcated on a p+-type GaAs substrate.
Figure 5 shows an output wave form of the modula-

tor" circuit on the OEIC chip. The'observed oscil-
Iation frequency is 8OO Wtz which agrees well- with
the designed val-ue. Figure 6 shows a dynamic per-
formance of the present OEIC, where the RIN values

at a frequency of 5 WIz are plotted as a function
of the optrcal feedback ratio. The output oscil-
lation power of the moclulator circuit is 15 dBm.

It i.s clear in this figure that the RIN value is
sttppressed by more than 15 dB/Hz by operating the

modulator circuit on the chio.

form of

1-250 ps

the modurator circuit.
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laser on thg.OEIC chip.
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Fig.5 Output wave
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SS. Conclusion

We have successfully fabricated a new mono-

lithic OEIC composed of a high-power buried stripe
(GaAl)As laser and a MESFET circuit on a GaAs

single chip. It has been shown that the 0BIC

exhibits an output power of J0 mW and a read-RIN

of -I40 dB/Hz by monolithically combining the BTRS

structure Iaser and the noise suppression high
frequency modulator MESFET circuit.
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